Mark Wood
Entertainment, Inc.

for the best in entertainment and event production

Our Mission

To combine the highest quality of service available, with the
utmost integrity; to create the most memorable experience
for our clients by providing the finest entertainment, seamless
event production and state-of-the-art production services.

About Us
Mark James Wood, President/CEO of Mark Wood Entertainment, Inc., established himself as a versatile and dynamic
performer many years ago, playing hundreds of shows per year in venues of all types all across the country. In the early
days of MWE, it was all about The Mark Wood Show! A respected entertainment industry professional from San Diego, first
saw Mark performing solo in late 1994 at the Four Seasons Hotel in Newport Beach. Mark was playing acoustic guitar, grand
piano and singing (without a drum machine) and had about a hundred people on the dance floor! Sam asked Mark if he
had ever performed for a corporate event. (The answer was “No”.) Within a couple of weeks, Mark was playing solo at an
IBM event for 5000 attendees. The performance was met with an incredible response and a whole new avenue for Mark’s
talents was opened. At the suggestion of friends and other professionals in the industry, Mark created multi-camera, broadcast
quality video demos for four of his bands, covering Rock, Country, a Jimmy Buffett tribute and a piano/vocal duet. These
promotional tools enabled Mark to establish himself in many different corporate and private event markets, worldwide.
It was from these beginnings that MWE has grown into a full-service entertainment and production provider,
now representing over 200 entertainers from all areas of the industry, including music, dance, comedy, cirque and more.
Mark’s associations with various networks of musicians have enabled him to draw from a large pool of great players. His
vast performance experience allows him to evaluate talent and place the right artists in the proper situations, while giving
them the insight and guidance to satisfy the client. From an intimate gathering or wedding ceremony to a headliner concert
event for thousands … with MWE, the sky’s the limit!

MWE

can bring the
biggest and best headliners to
your event. From the stars of
today to the legends of yesterday, they’re just a call away!
MWE, Inc. also offers a wide array of musical artists, featuring
the best live performers and
musicians in the entertainment
business, from solo artists to
small orchestras. We have Rock,
Funk, Disco, R&B, Zydeco, Calypso, Swing, Country, Bluegrass,
Big Band, Dixieland, Vocal and
Instrumental Jazz, Blues and
Classical groups. The finest
DJs are also available upon
request.

MWE

offers the best
and most diverse entertainment
and production services in the
business! For any event large
or small, we are the definitive
call for all your entertainment
needs. We feature full production capabilities with state of
the art concert and theatrical
sound, lighting, staging, rigging,
FX and multimedia equipment.

MWE is now teaming MWE
with the finest FX company in
the world, TLC - The Talking
Laser Company. TLC is known
worldwide for cutting edge
laser and visual effects of all
kinds. With clients like The NFL
Super Bowl, The Winter Olympic
Games in Utah, The Los Angeles
Lakers, The World Series and
many more, TLC continues to
amaze audiences everywhere.
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can provide
all of your audio-visual and
multimedia needs for any size
corporate meeting or seminar,
whether it is general sessions,
break-out rooms or fully-staged
ballroom or arena productions.
We also have new state-of-theart mobile outdoor, all-weather
110” video screens available for
your next outdoor event.

MWE

custom designs
productions for theme-oriented
shows. We have developed
bands for many themed events
such as Mark Wood and the
Parrot Head Band - a Jimmy
Buffett tribute, The Pianomen,
a dueling piano duet, a Moulin
Rouge themed extravaganza, a
007 themed cirque show and
a 50s-60s-70s-80s Through The
Decades revue, complete with
dancers and costuming. These
are just a few examples of the
types of specialty entertainment
we can produce.

Rock Bands
Take it back a few years with some classic ‘50s Rock‘n’Roll, the smooth
sounds of ‘60s R&B and Motown, the groovy rhythms of ‘70s Disco or
the Bubble Gum Pop and New Wave of the ‘80s. You could also keep
it fresh with music from the ‘90s and the new millennium, right up
to Today’s Top Pop and Hip Hop hits. Can’t decide? Some of the latest
additions to the MWE talent roster include fantastic show bands that
provide flavors from each of these eras.

Rock R&B Funk Motown Pop Disco New Wave Tribute

Choose one of our impressive tribute artists to
accompany your special event. Our various and
notable selections include salutes to Neil Diamond,
the Rat Pack, Tina Turner, The Rolling Stones,
Jimmy Buffett, The Eagles, Bruce Springsteen and
many others!
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Island
We have some great suggestions to make this summer as HOT
as ever! Simply by adding any of our great entertainment to the
party mix, you can take an otherwise ordinary event and turn
it into a smashing success. With the summer theme in mind,
take a look at some of our of vintage surf bands including:
Kerry & the Surftones, Archie T. and the Tidesmen, The Hodads
and long-time favorites Surf City All-stars and Papa Do Run Run.
Calypso and Reggae music always gets the crowd going, so check
out Upstream, Joe Rathburn’s Island Band, Sapadilla, The Calypso
Kings and everyone’s favorite, Einstein Brown and New Caribbean.
If budget is a concern but you are still looking for a full sound,
choose from any of our poolside steel drummers with backing
tracks, Matt Quilter’s Wave Machine, specializing in classic surf
guitar instrumentals or one of our versatile guitar/vocal soloists
with a contemporary sound, such as Sweet Jimmy. For a real
twist, how about Andrew Carney and his solo jazz trumpet show!

Island Reggae Calypso Beach
If you need to add that extra something to
impress your guests, let us suggest a dance
troupe from Hawaii, the South Pacific, the
Caribbean or an Aztec troupe from Mexico City.
There are also aerial and ground supported
cirque acts available, that will provide your
guests with a visually stunning presentation
they will never forget. Last, but not least, for
the ultimate summer party, how about Mark
Wood and the Parrot Head Band. This fantastic
Jimmy Buffett tribute will heat up any summer
bash! We can also bring along our Paradise
Prop Package, to supply the tropical feeling of
the “little latitudes” with Tiki Huts, Boat Drink
bars and more! No matter what the size or
theme of your summer event, MWE is certain
to provide you with the finest performers
available in the industry today!
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World
East, West, North and South - Take a trip around
the globe and flavor your next event with MWE’s
unique international entertainment. Begin your
World Music journey in the Far East with some
of our eclectic Asian sounds from thunderous
Japanese Taiko drums to traditional Chinese music
ensembles to the exotic tones of the Indian sitar.
As you make your way west, check out our great
selection of European chamber music, German
and Bavarian Oktoberfest bands, Italian operatic
vocalists, French Gypsy Jazz combos or lively Irish
groups and Celtic bagpipers. Then, you can turn
south for some authentic African music or soulful
Southern Gospel singers. Or you could add some
south-of-the-border spice with a Brazilian, Cuban,
Flamenco or Mariachi group.

Latin African Asian European
Maybe you’d like to linger in the tropics with one of our fun Calypso steel
drum bands or colorful South Pacific troupes. For total cultural immersion,
take advantage of our event production and design services to complete
the illusion. Bring the trip full-circle with an international Cirque star or
an exotic dance performance and there you have it… the world at your
fingertips. MWE, Inc. is proud to be the entertainment provider for visitors
and executives from all over the planet. Can’t get here? Let us take the
show to them! MWE has produced shows in international locales such as
Australia, China, Ecuador, Mexico, Japan and the Caribbean.
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Events
Production

Along with the finest in entertainment, MWE can provide premium event production for any event. We utilize state-of-the-art equipment that will satisfy even the
most discerning client and also meets the most stringent headliner technical riders.
We supply sound reinforcement systems for corporate and private events, concerts,
theatrical applications and general sessions. MWE also offers custom-designed lighting
arrays that can include GOBO projection, automated and LED lights, follow spots,
theatrical cue and décor lighting and even atmosphere FX such as smoke, fog, snow,
foam, bubbles, lasers and fire lighting. MWE can also provide general session production and AV specialists, video conferencing, multi-camera production, plasma screens,
video walls, video editing and PowerPoint or Flash presentations. Anything needed to
make your next event look and sound perfect … MWE is the answer!

Décor

MWE is your perfect décor provider, supplying all décor styles and themes to meet
your vision. The newest in LED lighting is
where it all begins. All colorizations are
available and can change throughout the
event. Conventional furnishings or the addition of more contemporary luminescent
lighted bars, tables and cocktail rounds
combined with stylish furniture will help to
complete your theme.

Linen & Floral
The final touch to any event is our specialty linen and
floral designs. From amazing linen selections to beautiful
floral and centerpieces, MWE will bring it all to the table!
Understanding the importance of the smallest of details, our
meticulous décor specialists will design a vision for you next
event that will be simply breathtaking. At MWE the sky is
the limit and as always, amazing photo-ops will abound!
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Testimonials
“Mr. Wood has been a leading reason why after two months in operation we are frantically exploring ways we can get more seats in our club to properly accommodate
the standing room only crowd that this gentleman has produced for us.”

			

- John M. Conway, The Ritz Carlton- Seoul, Korea

“Whether it has been your solo shows in the Eagles Nest Lounge, the summertime shows poolside with
the Calypso Kings, private events or our recent outdoor, poolside event with Mark Wood and the Parrot
Head Band, you always provide an incomparable professionalism and tightly paced show that is right on
the mark. Your diversity never ceases to amaze!”
- Michelle Schilder, Pechanga Resort and Casino
“Einstein Brown sounded great and was a nice touch for our reception. The Parrot Head band was a great addition to the evening
and was enjoyed by all. Wendy Fuld was an absolute pleasure to work with. She was very organized and on top of things, which
made my job easier. We appreciate your help and flexibility in meeting our needs, and your professionalism in carrying out your
responsibilities.” 				
- Wendy Crum, NAIOP- Commercial Real Estate Development Association
“Beginning with the planning process throughout your onsite presence at the event, we had a great experience! Your dedication and attention to
detail and our budget are what made our program such a great success! Their attitude is amazing and so pleasant. Every time we needed anything,
they were there to make it happen!”					
- Marjorie Manning, Affinity Group
“I just wanted to thank you for the excellent job performed by all of you at Mark Wood Entertainment, Inc. The party went very smoothly due to
your contribution to the pre-planning and entertainment production. It was easy and a pleasure to work with you, largely because of your attention
to detail and your follow- through on the needs that arose during the party.”			
- Diane Menniger, Scape
“On behalf of the Board of Directors, staff and members of the Club, I’d like to say that I’m appreciative of your music, ideas,
staff, dance and entertainment teams. Our guests are already inquiring about an encore event next year. I am proud to be affiliated with you and your team of entertainers!”			
- James Littlejohn, Boys and Girls Club of Capistrano Valleyy
“The staff mentioned that they specifically appreciated your attention to detail, efficient communication
and assistance in planning our summer entertainment. The crowd had a great time and we have had a
number of positive comments.”				
- Eric Hansen, Starlight Bowl
“MWE was a wealth of information and helped me tremendously in choosing
impressive bands for the 2008 series. Wendy is very professional and pays great
attention to detail and follows through regarding contracts, band riders and making
sure that everything goes smoothly at each concert event. The bands that she has
recommended have all been fantastic and have really added to the popularity of
our concerts!”
		
- Sherry Murphy, City of Dana Point
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